
The Evolution of Municipal Transport in
Lancashire Since 1974: A Journey Through
Time
Since 1974, the municipal transport system in Lancashire has undergone
significant changes, transforming the way people travel within the county. With its
rich history and evolution, exploring the story of municipal transport in Lancashire
is akin to taking a journey through time.

The Birth of Municipal Transport in Lancashire

Prior to 1974, transport services in Lancashire were primarily operated by various
private companies. However, the Transport Act of 1968 paved the way for the
creation of Passenger Transport Executives (PTEs) in major cities across the UK,
including Lancashire.

Following the implementation of the act, the Lancashire County Council created
the Lancashire Passenger Transport Executive (Lancashire PTE), which took
over the operations of many private bus companies within the county. This move
aimed to provide better-coordinated and more efficient transport services for the
people of Lancashire.
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A Shift Towards Greater Integration

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Lancashire saw a shift towards greater
integration of transportation services. The Lancashire PTE played a pivotal role in
this transformation, working to improve connectivity and efficiency within the
county.

One of the significant changes during this period was the implementation of multi-
operator ticketing schemes. These schemes allowed passengers to use a single
ticket across various bus operators, encouraging greater ease of travel.
Commuters and residents of Lancashire could now enjoy more flexible journeys,
benefiting from improved connectivity between different parts of the county.

In addition to the bus services, Lancashire also witnessed improvements in the
railway network. The integration efforts led to better coordination between buses
and trains, ensuring smoother transfers and more seamless journeys for
passengers.

The Emergence of New Technologies

As the new millennium approached, technological advancements brought further
changes to municipal transport in Lancashire. The rise of the internet opened up
countless possibilities, including the of online ticketing systems.

With the advent of online ticketing, passengers could now purchase their bus and
train tickets conveniently from home or on their mobile devices. This significant
leap introduced a new level of convenience, reducing the need for physical ticket
offices while providing greater flexibility to travelers.
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In recent years, smartphone apps have revolutionized the travel experience once
again. Dedicated transportation apps enable users to plan their journeys, access
real-time arrival information, and even receive alerts about disruptions or route
changes. These apps have become indispensable tools for residents and visitors
alike, offering a seamless and efficient way to navigate the Lancashire
transportation network.

The Future of Municipal Transport in Lancashire

Looking ahead, municipal transport in Lancashire is set to embrace further
advancements and innovations. As the importance of sustainable travel grows,
there is a stronger focus on reducing the county's carbon footprint and improving
air quality.

Electric buses are becoming increasingly common, providing an eco-friendly
alternative to traditional diesel-powered vehicles. The Lancashire PTE is actively
working towards a greener future, investing in electric and hybrid bus fleets that
aim to reduce emissions and contribute to a cleaner environment.

Furthermore, there is a growing interest in exploring the potential of autonomous
vehicles and their role in the future of transportation. Lancashire has become a
testing ground for self-driving buses and taxis, with ongoing trials to assess the
feasibility and safety of such technologies.

Over the past four decades, municipal transport in Lancashire has undergone a
remarkable evolution. From the establishment of the Lancashire PTE in 1974 to
the integration of transport services and the rise of new technologies, the county's
transportation system has significantly improved, offering more convenient,
efficient, and sustainable travel options for its residents and visitors alike.



As we look forward to the future, it is clear that municipal transport in Lancashire
will continue to adapt and innovate, ensuring that the county's transportation
network remains at the forefront of modern travel.
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In 1959 there were twenty-seven Corporation Transport systems in the Red Rose
County. These were significantly reduced in 1969 with the creation of the
Passenger Transport Executives in Manchester and Liverpool and further
reduced in 1974 following the reorganisation of local government, when
boundaries were changed and new administrative boroughs created. All but two
of the remaining systems were privatised during the 1990s, following the
deregulation of bus services in 1986. Rossendale clung on to its own transport
organisation until 2018 when it too was bought out by Transdev, leaving just
Blackpool Transport as the only council-owned operator within the redrawn
county boundary.This book picks up the story following local government
reorganisation in 1974 and uses a comprehensive selection of photographs to
depict the closing years of all of Lancashire’s Corporation Transport systems.
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